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Implementation and Application of Automata: 15th International Conference, CIAA 2010Springer, 2011

	This volume of Lecture Notes in Computer Science contains revised versions of papers presented at the 15th International Conference on Implementation and Application of Automata, CIAA 2010. The conference was held at the University of Manitoba in Winnipeg, Canada, on August 12–15, 2010. The previous CIAA conferences were held in London,...
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Simply SQLSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2008
Packed with examples, Simply SQL is a step-by-step introduction to learning SQL.  You'll discover how easy it is to use SQL to interact with best-practice, robust databases.  Rather than bore you with theory, it focuses on the practical use of SQL with common databases and uses plenty of diagrams, easy-to-read text, and examples to help make...
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Configuring and Troubleshooting Windows XP ProfessionalSyngress Publishing, 2001
The thing about Windows XP Professional is, users love it. It has a slick interface and it behaves far more intelligently and predictably than some of its predecessors. The new system of software registration aside, Windows XP surely is the most highly acclaimed Microsoft...
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Engaged Knowledge Management: Engagement with New RealitiesPalgrave Macmillan, 2005

"Exactly what's needed to breathe new life into a field now dying for lack of a practical, results-oriented perspective. Desouza and Awazu show us how to capture the essence of good management - knowledge - while actively engaged in the nitty-gritty of complex organizations. You will be engaged by this book."
--William E....
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Learn Hardware Firmware and Software DesignO G Popa, 2005
LHFSD is a book unlike any other! It covers the title topics in an incredible manner, and everything WORKS! --Corollary Theorems May, 2005     

       This book is a Practical Design Project and it contains 3 Parts:  1.Hardware Design guides the reader towards building the LHFSD PCB with a Microchip dsPIC30F4011 microcontroller running...
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The Theory and Practice of Online Learning (Au Press)Athabasca University, 2009
Neither an academic tome nor a prescriptive 'how to' guide, "The Theory and Practice of Online Learning" is an illuminating collection of essays by practitioners and scholars active in the complex field of distance education.Distance education has evolved significantly in its 150 years of existence. For most of this time, it was an...
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Enterprise-Wide Change: Superior Results Through Systems Thinking (Jossey-Bass Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Leave piecemeal strategic change approaches behind and learn how to plan, facilitate, and integrate your change efforts for lasting success. Enterprise-Wide Change takes you through the "Rollercoaster of Change," showing you how to deal with resistance, regard skeptics as your best friends, and build a buy-in and stay-in strategy among...
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The Physics of HockeyJohns Hopkins, 2002
What do Wayne Gretzky and thermodynamics have in common? A lot more  than you might think. The game the National Hockey League calls " the coolest game on earth" is  also a fast-paced, dynamic display of physics in action.
In The Physics of Hockey, physicist and amateur hockey player Alain Haché examines  some of the...
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Space-Efficient Data Structures, Streams, and Algorithms: Papers in Honor of J. Ian Munro, on the Occasion of His 66th BirthdaySpringer, 2013

	This Festschrift volume, published in honour of J. Ian Munro, contains contributions written by some of his colleagues, former students, and friends. In celebration of his 66th birthday the colloquium "Conference on Space Efficient Data Structures, Streams and Algorithms" was held in Waterloo, ON, Canada, during August 15-16, 2013....
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User Modeling, Adaptation and Personalization: 19th International Conference, UMAP 2011, Girona, SpainSpringer, 2011


	The 19th International Conference on User Modeling, Adaptation and Personalization

	(UMAP 2011) took place in Girona, Spain, during July 11–15, 2011.

	It was the third annual conference under the UMAP title, which resulted from

	the merger in 2009 of the successful biannual User Modeling (UM) and Adaptive

	Hypermedia (AH)...
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Modeling and Analysis of Telecommunications NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A timely and relevant analysis of today's complex call     models
     In today's world of ever-expanding telecommunications options, here is an     advanced-level text that covers the mathematical methods used in the analysis     of modern telecom networks, with emphasis on a variety of call models such as     quality of service (QoS) in...
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MySQL ClusteringMySQL Press, 2006
Clustering is the final component of MySQL that makes it truly enterprise-level and able to compete fully with proprietary databases such as Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server. The increased number of high-demand, high-productivity corporations and institutions choosing MySQL, including MIT, the Department of Homeland Security,...
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